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This paper deals with the index reduction problem for the class
of quasi-regular DAE systems. It is shown that any of these
systems can be transformed to a generically equivalent first order
DAE system consisting of a single purely algebraic (polynomial)
equation plus an under-determined ODE (a differential Kronecker
representation) in as many variables as the order of the input
system. This can be done by means of a Kronecker-type algorithm
with bounded complexity.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider implicit, ordinary differential algebraic equation (DAE) systems
Σ :=

f1

X, X˙, . . . , X (e1)

= 0,
...
fn

X, X˙, . . . , X (en)

= 0,
(1)
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where, for any integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, fi is a polynomial in the variables X := {x1, . . . , xn} and in their jth
(1 ≤ j ≤ ei) time derivatives X (j) :=

x1(j), . . . , xn(j)

, with coefficients in a differential field K of
characteristic 0.
One of themain invariants of DAE systems is their differentiation index. There are several definitions
of differentiation indices not all completely equivalent (see for instance Brenan et al., 1996; Campbell
and Gear, 1995; Fliess et al., 1995; Kunkel and Mehrmann, 2006; Le Vey, 1994; Pantelides, 1988;
Poulsen, 2001; Pritchard and Sit, 2007; Pryce, 2001; Rabier and Rheinboldt, 1994; Reid et al., 2001;
Seiler, 1999), but in every case it represents a measure of the implicitness of the given system in a
fixed coordinates set. For instance, for first order equations, differentiation indices provide bounds for
the number of total derivatives of the system needed in order to obtain in the same set of coordinates
an explicit ode system which is verified by all the solutions of the original system (see Brenan et al.
1996, Definition 2.2.2).
Since explicitness is strongly related to the existence of classical solutions, a differentiation index
should also bound the number of derivatives needed in order to obtain existence and uniqueness
theorems (see Pritchard, 2003; Pritchard and Sit, 2007; Rabier andRheinboldt, 1994). From thepoint of
view of numerical resolution, it is desirable for the DAE to have an index as small as possible. As shown
in Brenan et al. (1996, Section 2.5.3), for first order systems a reduction of the index can be achieved
by differentiating the algebraic constraints, but the numerical solution of the resulting system do not
satisfy necessarily the original equations.
Main contributions. In this article we address the index reduction problem for a ubiquitous class of
quasi-regular DAE systems (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3).We show that any of these systems is generically
equivalent to a related (in a non-intrinsic way) first order DAE system Σ with a particular structure.
This new system consists of a single purely algebraic (polynomial) equation plus an under-determined
ode (see Definition 4). Indeed, Σ would be a semi-explicit DAE system in the usual sense outside
a hypersurface (see for instance Brenan et al. (1996, Section 1.2)) with differentiation index 1 (see
Proposition 11). It is a well-known fact that this class of systems can be handled successfully bymeans
of numerical methods (see Petzold and Lötstedt, 1986; Lötstedt and Petzold, 1986; Brenan, 1983). We
will refer toΣ as a (differential) Kronecker representation (cf. Giusti et al., 2001).
In order to illustrate our construction, let us consider a DAE systemΣ in three differential variables
x, y, λ arising from a variational problem describing the motion of a pendulum of length 1, where g is
the gravitational constant and the unknown λ is a Lagrange multiplier:
Σ =
 x
(2) − λx = 0,
y(2) − λy+ g = 0,
x2 + y2 − 1 = 0.
(2)
The differentiation index ofΣ is σ = 4, as shown inD’Alfonso et al. (2009, Example 2). For this system,
our algorithm computes the following index 1 differential Kronecker representation
Σ =

u˙1 = u2,
u˙2 = u1

gυ − u22
(1−u12)

,
υ2 + u12 − 1= 0.
Note that the first two equations inΣ form an under-determined ODE, whereas the last one is purely
algebraic.
The index reduction problem has already been considered in several previous articles (see
for instance Gear, 1988, 1989; Kunkel and Mehrmann, 2006; Mattsson and Söderlind, 1993). The
techniques applied in these works are based on the computation of sufficiently many successive
derivatives of the original equations combined with rewriting procedures relying on the Implicit
Function Theorem, elimination of critical equations, introduction of dummy derivatives, etc.
Our approach also makes use of the computation of successive derivatives, as many as the index,
but, unlike the methods mentioned above, we deal with the system of all these new equations in
a purely algebraic way. This new system defines an algebraic variety in a suitable jet space and
we parametrize this variety by means of the points of a hypersurface. This construction, originally
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introduced by Kronecker, is known as a geometric resolution (see Giusti et al., 2001; Schost, 2003;
Durvye and Lecerf, 2007 and the references therein). In order to keep track of the differential
structure, we use the parametrizations to construct a vector field over the hypersurface defining the
Kronecker representation Σ . A result of the same flavor (i.e. a univariate differential equation plus
parametrizations of the variables) may be given by means of the notion of primitive element of an
extension of differential fields. This construction, due to (Ritt (1932), see also Seidenberg, 1952), is
known as a resolvent representation of the system Σ (see Cluzeau and Hubert, 2003, 2008; D’Alfonso
et al., 2006 for effective versions of it).
With respect to most known index reduction approaches, our method is symbolic and, in some
sense, automatic: it does notmake use of the Implicit Function Theorem as it is the case in Gear (1988)
orGear (1989) and it does not rely on any smart choice of ad hoc equations as in Kunkel andMehrmann
(2006). A previous purely algebraic approach to this problem can be found in Pritchard and Sit (2007),
where an algorithm for index reduction relying on Gröbner bases computations is constructed.
The construction proposed in this paper can be done algorithmically within an admissible
complexity by applying well-known techniques from computer algebra (see Schost, 2003; Lecerf,
2003). However, our approach only works under certain assumptions on the input system (for
instance, quasi-regularity, primality of the differential ideal and of algebraic prolongation ideals)
which we are not able to check effectively. In addition, our algorithms make some random choices
of parameters in order to fulfill generic conditions. This introduces an error probability that could be
estimated from upper bounds on the degrees of polynomials giving the conditions by applying the
Zippel–Schwartz principle (see Zippel, 1979; Schwartz, 1980).
The number of variables of our Kronecker representation is the order of the differential ideal
associated to the input system plus one and it is always lower than those involved in the index
reductionmethods of previous papers. In the first order case, where it is easy to compare, this number
is at most n+ 1 and in the general case, it is bounded by the Jacobi number of the system (see Jacobi,
1865; Kondratieva et al., 1982; Ollivier and Sadik, 2007; D’Alfonso et al., 2009). A further advantage
of our method is that it preserves the constraints of the initial conditions of the original system and
then we do not need to compute constants of integration.
Outline. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the basic notions and previous results needed
throughout the article are introduced. The core of the paper is in Section 3 where the Kronecker
representation Σ is constructed. In Section 4, we study the relation between the solutions of both
systems Σ and Σ . Finally, two appendices are included: the first one contains some Bertini-type
results from commutative algebrawe need and the second one is devoted to existence and uniqueness
theorems for DAE systems.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some notations used throughout the paper and we recall some
basic definitions from elementary (differential) algebraic geometry for the readers’ convenience.
Furthermore, we discuss the assumptions on the systems considered and some results concerning the
differentiation index and the order of these systems. Finally, we recall briefly the notion of geometric
resolution and the complexity to compute it.
2.1. Basic notions and notations
Let K be a characteristic zero field equipped with a derivation δ. For instance K = Q,R or C
with δ = 0, or K = Q(t)with the usual derivation δ(t) = 1, etc.
As in the Introduction, for any set of X := {x1, . . . , xn} of n (differential) indeterminates over K,
we denote by xi(j) the jth successive formal derivative of the variable xi (following Newton’s notation,
its first derivative is also denoted by x˙i) and we use the following notations:
X (j) := x1(j), . . . , xn(j) and X [j] := X, X˙, X (2), . . . , X (j).
The derivation δ can be extended to a derivation in the polynomial ringK

X (j), j ∈ N0

as follows: for
any differential polynomial q inK

X (j), j ∈ N0

the following classical recursive relations hold for the
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successive total derivatives of q:
q(0) := q, q(j) := δq(j−1)+−
h∈N0
−
1≤i≤n
∂q(j−1)
∂xi(h)
xi(h+1), for j ≥ 1,
where δ
q(j−1) denotes the polynomial obtained from q(j−1) by applying the derivative δ to all its
coefficients. The (non-Noetherian) polynomial ring K

X (j), j ∈ N0

with this derivation is denoted
by K{x1, . . . , xn} (or simply K{X}) and is called the ring of differential polynomials.
Given a finite set of (differential) polynomials Q := {q1, . . . , qν} in K{X}, we write [Q ] to denote
the smallest ideal of K{X} stable under differentiation, i.e. the smallest ideal containing q1, . . . , qν
and all their derivatives of arbitrary order. The ideal [Q ] is called the differential ideal generated by Q .
Furthermore, for every integer j, we extend our previous notations as follows :
Q (j) := q1(j), . . . , qν (j) and Q [j] := Q , Q˙ ,Q (2), . . . ,Q (j).
Let us introduce also some notions concerning elementary algebraic geometry.
Let Y := {y1, . . . , ym} be (algebraic) indeterminates over the field K; we write K[Y ] to denote
the polynomial ring in m variables over K. Let K be a fixed algebraic closure of K. Given some
polynomials p1, . . . , pρ in K[Y ], the set

Y ∈ Km, p1(Y) = · · · = pρ(Y) = 0

is called an algebraic
variety definable over K (or simply a variety if K is clear from the context). The affine space Km
is endowed with a topology (the so-called Zariski topology) where the closed sets are exactly the
algebraic varieties definable over K. We denote this topological space by Am. The space Am is a
Noetherian space and then every closed set is an irredundant union of a finite number of irreducible
closed sets.
Given an algebraic variety V included in Am we denote by I(V) the ideal in K[Y ] of all the
polynomials that vanish on V and by K[V] := K[Y ]/I(V) the coordinate ring of V .
2.2. The considered system: primality assumption
Here we recall some notations concerning the DAE systems considered in this paper and state a
natural primality assumption necessary in the sequel.
Let n denote a fixed non-negative integer. Throughout the paper, we consider DAE systems of the
following type:
Σ :=

f1

X, X˙, . . . , X (e1)

= 0,
...
fn

X, X˙, . . . , X (en)

= 0,
where, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, fi is a polynomial in the variables X and the derivatives X (j),
with 1 ≤ j ≤ ei; the coefficients of these polynomials are in the field K. Each non-negative integer ei
denotes the maximal derivation order appearing in the polynomial fi. We write e := max{ei} for the
maximal derivation order that occurs inΣ and we assume that e is greater than or equal to 1. As done
previously, we use the following notations:
F := {f1, . . . , fn}, F (j) :=

f1(j), . . . , fn(j)

and F [j] := F , F˙ , F (2), . . . , F (j).
Let [F ] ⊂ K{X} be the differential ideal generated by the polynomials F . We introduce also the
following auxiliary (Noetherian) polynomial rings and ideals: for every j in N0, R(j) denotes the
polynomial ringK

X [j]

and pr(j)F the ideal inR(j−1+e) generated by the total derivatives of the defining
equations up to order j− 1, namely pr(j)F := (F [j−1]) (this ideal is usually known as the (j− 1)th
prolongation ideal). We set pr(0)F := (0) by definition.
For i = 0, . . . , n in N and for every integer j, we will assume that the ideals generated by
the polynomials F [j−1], f1(j), . . . , fi(j) are all prime ideals in their respective rings. In particular, the
differential ideal [F ] is a prime differential ideal in the ring K{X}.
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2.3. Quasi-regular DAE systems and prime complete intersection
In this section, we establish a relationship between the notion of quasi-regularity of a differential
system and an algebraic property – complete intersection – that is required by the geometric
elimination algorithm used in this paper. The notion of quasi-regularity appears implicitly in Johnson
(1978) (in terms of Kähler differentials) in order to generalize a conjecture of Janet to nonlinear
systems.
Definition 1. Let Γ be a DAE system given in the ring K{X} by differential polynomials
Q := {q1, . . . , qν} of order bounded by a non-negative integer e. Let p be a prime differential
ideal containing [Q ]. We say that Γ is quasi-regular at p if for every integer j in N0, the Jacobian
matrix of the polynomials Q [j] with respect to the set of variables X [j+e] has full row rank over the
domain R(j+e)/(R(j+e) ∩ p). We say that Γ is quasi-regular if it is quasi-regular at any minimal prime
differential ideal containing [Q ].
For the systemsΣ considered in this paper, since the ideal [F ] is assumed to be prime, the quasi-
regularity ofΣ is equivalent to saying that for each integer j, the Jacobianmatrix of the polynomials F [j]
with respect to the set of variables X [j+e] has full row rank over the domain R(j+e)/(R(j+e) ∩ [F ]).
Under our assumptions we have the following straightforward consequence (see D’Alfonso et al.
(2009, Proposition 3)):
Proposition 1. If the system Σ is quasi-regular, then for i = 0, . . . , n and every j in N0, the
polynomials F [j−1], f1(j), . . . , fi(j) form a regular sequence in the polynomial ring R(j+e). In particular, the
prolongation ideals pr(j)F are prime complete intersection ideals.
2.4. Differentiation index
We introduce here the notion of differentiation index of quasi-regular DAE systems used in this
paper. We keep the hypotheses on the system Σ made in Section 2.2 and, from now on, we also
assume thatΣ is quasi-regular.
Consider the following chain C of (prime) ideals in the polynomial ring R(e−1):
C : 0 = pr(0)F ∩ R(e−1) ⊆ pr(1)F ∩ R(e−1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ pr(j)F ∩ R(e−1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ [F ]∩R(e−1).
Since R(e−1) is a Noetherian ring, the ideal chain C eventually becomes stationary. Clearly, the biggest
proper ideal of the chain must be [F ] ∩ R(e−1).
Definition 2. The differentiation indexσ of the systemΣ is theminimum integer j atwhich the chainC
becomes stationary; more precisely,
σ := min j ∈ N0 | pr(j)F ∩ R(e−1) = pr(j+h)F ∩ R(e−1), ∀h ∈ N.
Clearly, we have σ = min{j ∈ N0 | pr(j)F ∩ R(e−1) = [F ] ∩ R(e−1)}.
The differentiation index can also be defined by means of Jacobian matrices related to the input
system (see D’Alfonso et al. (2009, Theorem 8 and Definition 9)). From this alternative definition, we
deduce the following result (see D’Alfonso et al. (2009, Theorem 10)):
Theorem 2. The differentiation index σ satisfies:
σ = min{j ∈ N0 | pr(j+h−e+1)F ∩ R(h) = pr(j+h−e+2)F ∩ R(h)}
= min{j ∈ N0 | pr(j+h−e+1)F ∩ R(h) = [F ] ∩ R(h)}
for every integer h ≥ e− 1.
The techniques used in D’Alfonso et al. (2009) rely on the structure of the Jacobian matrices
involved. Here we give an alternative proof of the above result for the particular case h = e based
on the characteristic set theory (see Kolchin, 1973; Mishra, 1993).
Lemma 1. If, for some integer j, pr(j)F ∩ R(e) = pr(j+1)F ∩ R(e), then pr(j)F ∩ R(e) = [F ] ∩ R(e).
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Proof. LetA be an algebraic characteristic set of the prime ideal pr(j)F ∩R(e) for some orderly ranking
on derivatives. FromA we extract a minimal chainB as follows: from all the polynomials inA with
the same leading variable we take the one with the minimal order of derivation in this variable. We
claim thatB is autoreduced in the differential meaning.
This is equivalent to the fact that, if x(h)i is the leading derivative of some element B of B, then
this derivative does not appear in some other element. As we use an orderly ranking, the e − h first
derivatives of B belong to R(e) and, since by assumption pr(j+1)F ∩ R(e) = pr(j)F ∩ R(e), they belong
to pr(j)F ∩ R(e). Then, the derivatives x(ℓ)i , h < ℓ ≤ e, are the leading derivatives of these elements of
pr(j)F ∩R(e). These derivatives appear with degree 1 and with initial equal to SB, the separant of B, that
does not belong to pr(j)F ∩ R(e). So they are the leading derivatives, with degree 1, of some elements
ofA, and they do not appear in other elements of this characteristic set. Hence our claim.
So, B is the characteristic set of some prime differential ideal P ⊂ [F ] (see Boulier et al., 2009).
Now, it is easily seen that all polynomials in pr(j)F ∩ R(e) are reduced to 0 by B, which implies that
F ⊂ P , so that [F ] = P , and also that pr(j)F ∩ R(e) = [F ] ∩ R(e). 
2.5. Hilbert–Kolchin regularity: independent variables
Now we recall in a geometric framework the notion of initial conditions associated to a given
differential system. Under our assumptions, the differential dimension of the prime differential
ideal [F ] is 0 (see e.g. Kondratieva et al., 2009). So, following Kolchin (1973, Chapter II, Section 12,
Theorem 6), the transcendence degree of the fraction field of the domain R(j)/(R(j) ∩ [F ]) over the
ground fieldK becomes constant for all j sufficiently big. This constant is a non-negative integer called
the order of [F ] and it is denoted by ord[F ].
The minimum of the indices j0 such that the order of [F ] equals the transcendence degree of the
fraction field of R(j)/(R(j) ∩ [F ]) over K for all j ≥ j0 is known as the Hilbert–Kolchin regularity of the
ideal [F ]. In our situation, the Hilbert–Kolchin regularity of [F ] is bounded by e− 1 (see D’Alfonso et al.
(2009, Theorem 12)).
From the results of the previous subsection, it follows that the differentiation index of the system
Σ is at most en− ord[F ] (for more precise bounds see, for instance, D’Alfonso et al. (2009)).
Since the fraction fields of the domains R(e−1)/(R(e−1) ∩ [F ]) and R(e)/(R(e) ∩ [F ]) have the same
transcendence degree over K, from the canonical inclusion
R(e−1)/(R(e−1) ∩ [F ]) ↩→ R(e)/(R(e) ∩ [F ]),
weconclude that there exists inX [e−1] a subsetU of ord[F ]manyvariables that is a transcendence basis
of both these fields. Moreover, we may also choose U in such a way that x(h)j ∈ U implies x(ℓ)j ∈ U for
every 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ h, e.g. U may be chosen as the set of derivatives that are not leading derivatives of the
algebraic characteristic setA in the proof of Lemma 1.
Example. Consider the pendulum example (2) from the Introduction. In this case, e = 2 and so, the
Hilbert–Kolchin regularity is boundedby1. Since the differentiation index ofΣ isσ = 4 (seeD’Alfonso
et al. (2009, Example 2)), using the notation F := {x(2) − λx, y(2) − λy+ g, x2 + y2 − 1}, we have
R(1) ∩ [F ] = R(1) ∩ pr(4)F
= (x2 + y2 − 1, y˙x2 − yxx˙− y˙, xx˙+ yy˙, x˙2 + y˙2 − yg + λ, λ˙− 3y˙g).
Then, the order of the system equals 2 andU := {x, x˙} is a common transcendence basis of the fraction
fields of R(1)/(R(1) ∩ [F ]) and R(2)/(R(2) ∩ [F ]).
2.6. Geometric resolution of algebraic varieties and Kronecker algorithm
In this section,we introduce a classical tool in effectiveAlgebraicGeometry, the geometric resolution
of an equidimensional variety, which is a key ingredient in our index reduction method.
Let us recall informally this notion (for simplicity, we assume that K is algebraically closed and
of characteristic 0): suppose that a d-dimensional irreducible affine variety V in the m-dimensional
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ambient space Am is given. Then the field K(V) of rational functions over V has transcendence
degree d over the ground field K. Therefore, there exist d variables, say y1, . . . , yd, such that the
extension fieldK(y1, . . . , yd) ↩→ K(V) is finite. These variables are called parametric or free variables.
The Primitive Element Theorem (see for instance Lang (2002, Section V.4, Theorem 4.6)) asserts that
there exists an element υ in K(V) such that K(V) = K(y1, . . . , yd)[υ]; moreover, the element υ can
be taken as a generic K-linear combination of the remaining variables yd+1, . . . , ym. The minimal
polynomial q of υ over K(y1, . . . , yd) defines an irreducible hypersurfaceH := {q = 0} in the affine
spaceAd × A1 (q can be takenwith coefficients in the polynomial ringK[y1, . . . , yd]). Since each of the
(non-free) variables yd+1, . . . , ym, as elements of the field K(V), can be written as a rational function
in the variable υ over the field K(y1, . . . , yd), it follows that a dense open subset of the irreducible
variety V can be rationally parametrized from a dense open subset of the hypersurfaceH .
Definition 3. The 4-tuple consisting of the parametric set {y1, . . . , yd}, the element υ , its minimal
polynomial q, and the rational parametrizations is called a parametric geometric resolution of the
variety V .
If the variety V is not irreducible but equidimensional, a similar construction can be reproduced
with suitable changes (see, for instance Schost (2003, Section 2)).
From the algorithmic point of view, assuming the variety V is defined by a set of polynomials
F encoded by a straight-line program of length L, a parametric geometric resolution of V can be
computed through the following steps (see Schost, 2003):
1. take a point Y in Kd and compute a geometric resolution of the zeros of the system obtained by
specializing Y = Y in F ;
2. apply a formal Newton lifting process.
The overall complexity is dominated by the running time of Step 2, which requires
Olog

(mL+m4)M(ρ)Ms(4 deg(V), d)+md2ρM(deg(V))Ms(4 deg(V), d− 1)

(3)
operations in K, where ρ stands for the degree of the projection V → Ad mapping a point to
its coordinates (y1, . . . , yd),M(i) denotes the cost of the arithmetic operations with univariate poly-
nomials of degrees bounded by iwith coefficients in a ring – we can takeM(i) = O(i log2(i) log log(i))
– and Ms(i, j) the cost of j-variate series multiplication at precision i, that can be taken less
than Olog

M
i+j
j

.
We may also consider a particular kind of parametric geometric resolution of the variety V that
we call a Noether parametric geometric resolution which involves an additional condition: the natural
morphismK[y1, . . . , yd] → K[V]must be not only injective but also integral (i.e. it verifies Noether’s
Normalization Lemma). We are not able to ensure the existence of a set of variables y1, . . . , yd for
which the variety V is in Noether position, but this can be achieved by a (generic) Q-linear change of
coordinates (see, for instance Eisenbud (1995, Chapter 13)).
If the varietyV is defined by a reduced regular sequence F of polynomialswith degrees bounded by
D, the Kronecker algorithm (using a global Newton lifting) described in Giusti et al. (2001) computes
a Noether parametric geometric resolution of V with running time
O

m (mL+mω)

M(δD)2 +M(δ)
⌈log2(δ)⌉−
i=0
a(2i)

, (4)
where δ is themaximumof the degrees of the varieties successively defined by the polynomials F , and,
for every positive integer j, a(j) is the cost of the arithmetic operations in the quotient R/mj, where R
is a polynomial ring with coefficients in K in d variables and m is the maximal ideal generated by the
variables (ω denotes the linear algebra constant).
We point out that the Kronecker algorithm works iteratively, by adding one equation at a time,
and computes at each step a set of parametric variables in Noether position, a suitable specialization
point for these variables, and a geometric resolution of the corresponding zero-dimensional fiber of
the considered variety, within complexity O

m (mL+mω)M(δD)2.
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3. A related vector field over an algebraic hypersurface
In this section, we exhibit a new DAE system Σ related (in a non-intrinsic way) to the original
one Σ . This new DAE system, a Kronecker representation, has a very particular structure: a single
purely algebraic (polynomial) equation q = 0plus anunder-determinedode system (seeDefinition 4).
In particular, Σ could be compared to a semi-explicit DAE system in the usual sense (see, for
instance Brenan et al. (1996, Section 1.2)), but only outside a hypersurface. Moreover, we will prove
that the differentiation index ofΣ is 1 (see Proposition 11).
The polynomial equation q = 0 is obtained by means of a geometric resolution of a suitable
algebraic variety V associated to the input DAE system Σ and its first σ successive derivatives. The
definition of V depends on the choice of certain sets U,W of free variables modulo pr(σ+1)F , as it
is explained in Section 3.1. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are devoted to the algorithmic construction of the
variety V (including the computation of σ , U and W ) and a geometric resolution of this variety. The
differential equations ofΣ are introduced in Section 3.4.
We leave for Section 4 the analysis of the relations between the solutions of both DAE systemsΣ
andΣ .
3.1. The prolonged algebraic system and its partial specialization
Wekeep the notations and assumptions introduced in Section 2 related to the DAE input systemΣ .
We recall that U denotes a subset of X [e−1] that is a transcendence basis of the fraction fields of the
domains R(e−1)/([F ] ∩ R(e−1)) and R(e)/([F ] ∩ R(e)). Following Section 2.5 such a basis exists, and its
cardinality is ord[F ]. Recall that σ denotes the differentiation index ofΣ introduced in Section 2.4.
Proposition 3. 1. The variables U as elements of the ring R(e+σ)/pr(σ+1)F remain algebraically
independent over K.
2. Let W be a subset of X [σ+e] such that {U,W } is a transcendence basis of the fraction field
of R(e+σ)/pr(σ+1)F . Then every variable in W has order at least e+ 1; in other words, W is a subset
of {X (j); e+ 1 ≤ j ≤ e+ σ }.
Proof. Note that Theorem 2 (for h = e) or Lemma 1 imply that the canonical inclusion of R(e)
in R(e+σ) induces an injectiveK-algebra morphism R(e)/([F ] ∩ R(e)) ↩→ R(e+σ)/pr(σ+1)F . In particular,
this inclusion preserves K-algebraically free elements and then the statement (1) follows. In order
to prove the second assertion simply observe that U is a transcendence basis of the fraction
field R(e)/([F ] ∩ R(e)) and then, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, {U, x(e)i } is an algebraically dependent set modulo
[F ] ∩ R(e), and the same holds in R(e+σ)/pr(σ+1)F . 
Let W be a subset of

X (j); e+ 1 ≤ j ≤ e+ σ verifying the second assertion in Proposition 3
(observe that if σ = 0 there are no variables W ); since pr(σ+1)F is a complete intersection prime
ideal of the polynomial ring R(e+σ) (Proposition 1), we have that the cardinality of {U,W } equals
the number of variables of the polynomial ring R(e+σ) minus the number of elements of the regular
sequence defining pr(σ+1)F . In other words,
card{U,W } = dimR(e+σ) − (σ + 1)n = (e+ σ + 1)n− (σ + 1)n = ne.
Let s be the cardinality of W , that is s = ne− ord[F ]. For any differential polynomial f in K{X} and
any point W in As denote by f|W the polynomial obtained by replacing in f the variables W by the
corresponding valueW .
Proposition 4. There exists a nonempty Zariski open subset of As such that for anyW in this set and for
all integer i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ σ + 1, the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The sequence F (j)|W for 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 is a reduced regular sequence in R(e+σ). In particular, the
ideals pr(i)F + (W −W) in R(e+σ) are radical and complete intersection.
2. No prime component of these ideals pr(i)F + (W −W) contains a nonzero polynomial pure in U.
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Proof. The proposition is a consequence of the results given in Appendix A. The first statement follows
directly from Theorem 19 and for the second one we apply Corollary 18 (remark that the ideals pr(i)F
are supposed to be prime). 
Example. Consider again the pendulum example from the Introduction (2). Recall that, for this
system, we have e = 2 and σ = 4, and that U := {x, x˙} is a common transcendence basis of the
fraction fields of R(1)/([F ] ∩ R(1)) and R(2)/([F ] ∩ R(2)).
It is not difficult to see that

x, x˙, λ(3), λ(4), λ(5), λ(6)

is a transcendence basis of the fraction field
Frac(R(e+σ)/pr(σ+1)F) = Frac(R(6)/pr(5)F), that is, we can take W := λ(3), λ(4), λ(5), λ(6) as in
Proposition 3.
Due to the structure of the system F and its successive derivatives, any specialization of the
variablesW in a pointW ∈ Q4 in the generators of pr(5)F leads to a reduced regular sequence. Then,
the conditions in Theorem 19 below and, therefore in Proposition 4, hold.
Now we introduce an algebraic variety defined by the prolonged equations of the input systemΣ
up to order σ followed by a specialization of the variables W . Fix a specialization pointW in As and
suppose it belongs to the Zariski open set given by Proposition 4.
Notation 5. Let pr(σ+1)F |W be the ideal spanned by the subset F [σ ]|W of K

X [e+σ ] \W. We denote
by V the algebraic (equidimensional) variety in Aord[F ]+(1+σ)n defined by the ideal pr(σ+1)F |W and
by V1 ∪ · · · ∪ VN the irreducible decomposition of V .
Remark 1. The ideal pr(σ+1)F |W may actually fail to be prime for all values of W in a dense set, as
shown by the following example: x(2)1 − x(2)2
2 = 0, x2 = 0. It is easy to see that σ = 2 and we may
choose {x(4)1 , x(4)2 } as the set W . Then, for an orderly ordering, an algebraic characteristic set (in fact,
a system of generators) of pr(σ+1)F |W is 2x(3)2
2 − W1, x(3)1 , x(2)1 , x(2)2 , x˙2, x2. We see that the ideal is
prime if and only ifW1/2 is not a square in K. Moreover, even in the prime case, the field extension
associated to pr(σ+1)F |W is a non-trivial algebraic extension of degree 2 of the field associated to the
ideal [F ] ∩ R(e), which is 1. On the other hand, we could choose also W as the set {x(4)2 , x(3)2 }; in this
case pr(σ+1)F |W is prime and its associated variety is birational equivalent to V ([F ] ∩ R(e)).
Finding whenever possible, such a choice ofW , remains a subject for further investigations.
Example. In the pendulum example, by specializing the variables W = {λ(3), λ(4), λ(5), λ(6)} to
W = 0, we obtain the ideal:
pr(5)F |0 = (x(2)−λx, y(2)−λy+g, x2+y2−1,−λx˙+x(3)−xλ˙,−λy˙+y(3)−yλ˙, 2xx˙+2yy˙,−2λ˙x˙−
λx(2) + x(4) − xλ(2),−2λ˙y˙ − λy(2) + y(4) − yλ(2), 2x˙2 + 2xx(2) + 2y˙2 + 2yy(2),−3λ(2)x˙ − 3λ˙x(2) −
λx(3) + x(5),−3λ(2)y˙− 3λ˙y(2) − λy(3) + y(5), 6x(2)x˙+ 2xx(3) + 6y(2)y˙+ 2yy(3),−6λ(2)x(2) − 4λ˙x(3) −
λx(4)+ x(6),−6λ(2)y(2)− 4λ˙y(3)− λy(4)+ y(6), 8x(3)x˙+ 6(x(2))2+ 2xx(4)+ 8y(3)y˙+ 6(y(2))2+ 2yy(4))
generated by 15 polynomials in Q[x[6], y[6], λ[2]], which defines the 2-dimensional variety V ⊂ A17.
Observe that the algebraic varietyV is not intrinsically associated to the input DAE system because
its definition depends on the choice of the transcendence basis U , the variables W , and the pointW
where the variablesW are evaluated.
Let us also remark that the second assertion in Proposition 4 states that the projection on the
U-space of any irreducible component Vi is dominant; i.e. the closure of the image of Vi by the
projection on the variables U is the whole space Aord[F ] or equivalently, the natural ring mapK[U] →
K[Vi] is injective.
The following proposition shows that the identity [F ] ∩ R(e) = pr(σ+1)F ∩ R(e) (see Theorem 2 and
Lemma 1) remains correct after specialization in a suitableW :
Proposition 6. LetW in As chosen as in Proposition 4. Then the identity [F ] ∩ R(e) = pr(σ+1)F |W ∩ R(e)
holds.
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Proof. Since [F ] ∩ R(e) = pr(σ+1)F ∩ R(e) and the variables W do not appear in the ring R(e), the
ideal [F ] ∩ R(e) is included in pr(σ+1)F |W ∩ R(e). On the other hand, if p is a primary component
of pr(σ+1)F |W , we have that K[U] ↩→ R(e+σ)/p (because of the choice of W verifying Proposition 4).
Then p ∩ R(e) is a prime ideal of dimension at least ord[F ] containing [F ] ∩ R(e), which is a prime ideal
of dimension ord[F ]. Hence both prime ideals are the same. Since the argument holds for any primary
component of pr(σ+1)F |W , the proposition follows. 
In other words, this proposition says that all differential conditions of order at most e induced by the
input system can be generated by differentiation of the original equations up to order σ followed by
the specializationW → W .
In particular, if K = R,C, suppose that ϕ := (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) is a classical analytic solution of the
DAE system Σ defined locally in a neighborhood of 0. Then, Proposition 6 implies that for any t in R
small enough, the complex vector formed by the derivatives up to order e of the function ϕ evaluated
at the instant t is a point of the algebraic variety V ([F ] ∩ R(e)), independently of the choice of the
variables U,W and the pointW in As.
Wepoint out that, for our algorithmic purposes, in the sequelwewill choose the pointW at random
and assume that all the previous conditions hold.
3.2. A parametric geometric resolution of the variety V
Wewill now consider a parametric geometric resolution (see Definition 3) for the equidimensional
variety V introduced in Notation 5.
From Proposition 4 we observe first that the variables U are a parametric set with respect to the
equidimensional algebraic varietyV := V1 ∪ · · · ∪VN , since the canonical morphismK[U] → K[Vi]
is injective and since the relations ord[F ] = cardU = dimVi hold for all i = 1, . . . ,N . In particular,
no linear change of coordinates is necessary in order to obtain free variables with respect to the
irreducible components of V . Secondly, the ideal pr(σ+1)F |W is radical and so, it is the defining ideal
of V . Moreover, it is generated by the regular sequence F [σ ]|W .
These facts imply that for each prime ideal I(Vi) associated to pr(σ+1)F |W defined in Notation 5,
I(Vi)⊗ K(U) is a 0-dimensional prime ideal in the polynomial ring with coefficients in K(U) and
variables X [e+σ ] \ {U,W }. Hence the Jacobian determinant of the polynomials F [σ ]|W with respect to
these variables X [e+σ ] \ {U,W } does not vanish identically over any component Vi.
Thus the requirements of Schost (2003, Section 2.1) are fulfilled and a parametric geometric
resolution

U, υ, q,

pi
q′

, 1 ≤ i ≤ (1+ σ)n

exists. Here υ is a Q-linear combination of the
variables X [e+σ ] \ {U,W }, q the square-free polynomial in K[U, υ] of positive degree in υ defining
a hypersurfaceH in Aord[F ] × A1, and q′ the partial derivative ∂ q
∂υ
. The fractions piq′ in K(U, υ) are the
parametrizations of the remaining variables. More precisely, each pi can be written as
pi = ai(U, υ)bi(U) (5)
where ai(U, υ) in K[U, υ] and bi(U) in K[U] \ {0} are coprime polynomials verifying that
degυ ai < degυ q; furthermore, for each variable y in X [e+σ ] \ {U,W }, there exists an integer j such
that bj(U)q′y − aj(U, υ) vanishes on the variety V .
We define the total ring of fractions of the variety V in the usual way as the Artinian
ring K(V) := K(V1)× · · · × K(VN) and analogously for H . Therefore, from the canonical ring
inclusions K[U] ↩→ K[H] ↩→ K[V], by means of the geometric resolution and passing to the
total ring of fractions, we infer that the relations K(U) ↩→ K(H) ∼= K(V) hold. The inverse
application K(V)→ K(H) is induced by the parametrization y → piq′ , for y in X [e+σ ] \ {U,W }.
From a more geometrical point of view, these facts can be stated in the following way. Consider
the linear map Ψ : Aord[F ]+(σ+1)n → Aord[F ]+1 defined as X [e+σ ] \ {W } → (U, υ). For each irreducible
component Vi of V the restriction of Ψ to Vi induces an isomorphism between suitable nonempty
Zariski open sets of Vi and of the irreducible component Hi = Ψ (Vi) of H . In other words, the
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componentsVi andHi are birationally equivalent, i.e. the fields of rational functionsK(Vi) andK(Hi)
are K-isomorphic.
Example. In the pendulum example, in order to obtain a parametric geometric resolution of the
associated variety V ⊂ A17, we consider the linear form υ := y, which is a primitive element with
respect to the parametric variables U = {x, x˙}. The minimal polynomial of this linear form is
q = υ2 + x2 − 1.
Now, for each variable z ∈ x(i), 2 ≤ i ≤ 6; y(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ 6; λ(h), 0 ≤ h ≤ 2, we have polynomi-
als bz(U) in Q[U] and az(U, υ) in Q[U, υ] such that
bz(U)
∂ q
∂υ
(U, υ) z − az(U, υ)
vanishes over V . For instance,
by˙ = 1, ay˙ =−2xx˙,
bλ = 1− x2, aλ =−2x˙2υ + 2g(1− x2)2,
bλ˙ = 1, aλ˙ =−6gxx˙,
bx(2) = 1− x2, ax(2) =−2xx˙2υ + 2gx(1− x2)2,
by(2) = 1, ay(2) =−2gx2υ − 2x˙2,
bλ(2) = 1, aλ(2) = 6g2x2υ − 6gx˙2.
(6)
In the next section, we will discuss how to compute the differentiation index σ and the sets
of variables U and W . After the specialization of the variables W at a randomly chosen point W ,
a parametric geometric resolution of V can be probabilistically computed from these data and a
straight-line programencoding the polynomials F by applying the algorithm in Schost (2003, Theorem
2) (see Section 2.6).
In order to estimate the running time of this algorithm in terms of the input size, we use the
following complexity estimate for the computation of successive derivatives.
Remark 2. From a straight-line program of length L encoding the input polynomials F , we can obtain
a straight-line program of length O

((e+ σ)en+ L)σ 2 encoding all the polynomials F [σ ] (seeMatera
and Sedoglavic (2003, Section 5.2) or D’Alfonso et al. (2006, Lemma 21)).
We deduce the following complexity result (see (3) in Section 2.6):
Proposition 7. A parametric geometric resolution ofV can be computed over the fieldK from F , σ ,U by
a probabilistic algorithm with
Olog

N

(L+ N3)M(ρ)+ (ord[F ])2 ρM(deg(V))Ms(4 deg(V), ord[F ])
operations in K, where N = ord[F ] + (1+ σ)n, L = ((e+ σ)en+ L)σ 2 and ρ stands for the degree of
the projection V → Aord[F] mapping X [e+σ ] \W to U.
Remark 3. If the variables U are chosen in such a way that for every variable x(h)j ∈ U , all its previous
derivatives x(ℓ)j , for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ h, also belong to U , the representation given in Proposition 7 allows us to
obtain a characteristic set of the ideal for some ranking on derivatives, using for instance the method
described in Dahan et al. (2008).
Taking into account that the polynomials F [σ ]|W form a reduced regular sequence, we can apply
alternatively the algorithms in Giusti et al. (2001) (see Section 2.6) to compute a Noether parametric
geometric resolution of the variety V . Using the previous notations, this leads to the following
complexity result (see (4)).
Proposition 8. A Noether parametric geometric resolution of V can be computed over the field K from
F [σ ]|W by means of a probabilistic algorithm which runs in time
O

N (NL+ Nω)

M(Dd)2 +M(D)
⌈log2(D)⌉−
i=0
a(2i)

,
where d is the degree of the input polynomials F and D is the maximum of the degrees of the varieties
successively defined by the polynomials F [σ ]|W .
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3.3. Computing σ , U and W
Up to now, we have assumed σ , U andW to be known a priori. This may often be the case for U for
obvious physical reasons (for example, one does not need to compute the equations of a mechanical
system such as the pendulum to knowwhich quantities could be arbitrarily chosen), but the variables
W are introduced mainly for technical reasons. Nevertheless, we will see that suitable sets U andW
may be probabilistically computed within a similar complexity as in the previous section.
According to Theorem 2 or Lemma 1 in order to compute σ it is enough to find the minimum j0
such that pr(j)F ∩ R(e) = pr(j+1)F ∩ R(e) (then this minimum j0 is σ + 1). By the primality assumption
of these ideals it suffices to compare their dimensions. Following D’Alfonso et al. (2008, Proposition 2
and Remark 3) or D’Alfonso et al. (2009, Proposition 6), the dimension of the ideal pr(j)F ∩R(e) is equal
to (e − j + 1)n + rank(∂F (r)/∂X (h))1≤r<j, e<h<e+j, the rank being computed modulo the prime ideal
pr(j)F . Our algorithm, summarized in AlgorithmDiffIndex below, computes successively the ranks to
obtain the dimension of the ideals pr(j)F , and it stops when two consecutive dimensions coincide.
To do this we apply the Kronecker algorithm (see Giusti et al., 2001; Durvye and Lecerf, 2007
and Section 2.6) to compute, for every j, a set of parametric variables Y giving a Noether position, a
suitable specialization point Y and a geometric resolution of its corresponding fiber for the algebraic
variety defined by pr(j)F (see step (2c)). This geometric resolution allows us to reduce the rank
computation modulo pr(j)F to a probabilistic rank computation modulo a principal ideal by means
of the specialization of the variables into the corresponding rational parametrizations (see steps (2c)).
Finally, the rank computation is achieved by means of a subroutine RankMod (see step (2f)) which
applies Gaussian elimination over univariate polynomials modulo a univariate polynomial.
Algorithm DiffIndex
1. τ := 0, ν := en, j := 1
2. while τ < ν do
(a) j := j+ 1
(b) τ := ν
(c) (Y = Y, υ, q, p) := Kronecker(pr(j+1)F)
(d) J := (∂F (r)/∂X (h))1≤r≤j, e<h≤e+j
(e)J := J|Y=Y, X [e+j]\Y=p/q′
(f) R := RankMod(J, q)
(g) ν := (e− j)n+ R
end do
3. Return σ := j− 1.
Note that due to the recursive structure of the Kronecker algorithm (see Giusti et al., 2001), if the
equality of the dimensions does not hold, the geometric resolution already computed is taken as input
for the next step.
Taking into account the length of a straight-line program computing the successive derivatives of
F (see Remark 2), and the complexities of the Kronecker algorithm (see Section 2.6) and of the matrix
rank computation (see, for instance, von zur Gathen and Gerhard, 1999), we deduce that the overall
complexity of the above algorithm is
O

(e+ σ)4n4(σ 2 + L)M(δd)2
where δ is the maximum of the degrees of the varieties successively defined by the polynomials F [σ ],
L is the length of a straight-line program encoding the input polynomials F , and d is an upper bound
for their degrees.
Once the differentiation index is obtained, we are able to compute a transcendence basis {U,W } of
the fraction field of R(e+σ)/pr(σ+1)F as in Proposition 3 by considering the Jacobianmatrix of the poly-
nomials F [σ ] with respect to the variables X (e+σ), . . . , X˙, X (see D’Alfonso et al. (2006, Lemma 19)).
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After a Gauss triangulation of this matrix, the variables indexing columns with no pivot give a tran-
scendence basis modulo pr(σ+1)F . The set U corresponds to those variables of order at most e − 1
and the setW to the remaining ones. This is done algorithmically in a similar way as in the previous
algorithm and within the same complexity bounds.
Proposition 9. Using the previous notation, the differentiation index σ of the system F and the sets of
variables U and W can be computed from the input polynomials F by means of a probabilistic algorithm
with running time of order O

(e+ σ)4n4(σ 2 + L)M(δd)2.
The previous computations might simplify the obtention of a parametric geometric resolution of
the variety V . This question, and its computational interest, are left to further investigations.
3.4. An associated vector field over the hypersurface
In this section, we define a vector field on the algebraic hypersurface H defined in A1+ord[F ]
by {q = 0} and introduced in Section 3.2. Moreover, we introduce the new first order, quasi-regular
system Σ having differentiation index 1, whose solutions will enable us to obtain solutions of the
given systemΣ .
Consider a parametric geometric resolution of the variety V introduced in Notation 5 and let
U, υ, q,

pi
q′ , 1 ≤ i ≤ (1+ σ)n

be the parametric variables, the primitive element, its minimal square-free polynomial and the
parametrizations respectively.
The linear map Ψ : Aord[F ]+(1+σ)n → A1+ord[F ] defined as X [e+σ ] \W → (U, υ) (recall that υ
is a Q-linear combination of the variables X [e+σ ] \ {U,W }) gives, by restriction, a morphism of
algebraic varieties between V andH and so, it induces a dual K-morphism Ψ ⋆ between the Artinian
ringsK(H) andK(V). From the properties satisfied by the geometric resolution, we have thatΨ ⋆ is an
isomorphismofK-algebras and its inversemorphismΦ⋆ is defined, bymeans of the parametrizations,
as the dual of the (rational, not necessarily polynomial) morphism of algebraic varieties:Φ : H → V
defined by (U, υ)→ (U, piq′ |1 ≤ i ≤ (1+ σ)n). Let us observe that both ring morphisms Ψ ⋆ and Φ⋆
fix the variables U .
Since the parametric set U has been chosen as a subset of X [e−1], the set U˙ of derivatives of U is
included in X [e] and so, by Proposition 3, the relation U˙ ∩W = ∅ holds. In particular, U and U˙ remain
invariant after specialization of the variablesW at any pointW in Ks.
Fix a variable u˙i of the set U˙ (1 ≤ i ≤ ord[F ]). We have the following.
(a) If u˙i is in U , there exists a unique integer h such that 1 ≤ h ≤ ord[F ] and u˙i = uh.
(b) If u˙i is not in U , there exists a unique index j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ (1+ σ)n and
Φ⋆(u˙i) = pjq′ (U, υ) =
1
bj(U)
aj
q′
(U, υ).
Definition 4. LetΣ be the square DAE system in the ord[F ] + 1 differential unknowns U, υ:
Σ :=

u˙i − uh = 0, for all u˙i verifying condition (a)
bj(U)q′(U, υ)u˙i − aj(U, υ)= 0, for all u˙i verifying condition (b)
q(U, υ) = 0.
We denote by F := f1, . . . , f1+ord[F ] the polynomials in K[U, U˙, υ] defining the system Σ and by [F ]
the differential ideal generated by them in K{U, υ}.
Example. In order to construct the associated system Σ to the pendulum example (2), recall that
U := {x, x˙} are parametric variables and υ := y is a primitive element.
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If we denote u1 := x and u2 := x˙, we have that u˙1 ∈ U (see condition (a) above) and u˙2 /∈ U
(see condition (b) above). Taking into account the parametrizations given in (6), it follows that the
systemΣ from Definition 4 is
Σ =
 u˙1 − u2 = 0,2υ(1− u12)u˙2 − 2u1u22υ − 2gu1(1− u12)2 = 0,
υ2 + u12 − 1 = 0.
By inverting ∂ q
∂υ
(U, υ) = 2υ modulo q(U, υ) and dividing the second equation by (1 − u12), we get
the simplified Kronecker representation
Σ =

u˙1 = u2,
u˙2 = u1

gυ − u22
(1−u12)

,
υ2 + u12 − 1 = 0.
Let q = q1 · · · qr be the decomposition of q as a product of irreducible factors in the polynomial
ring K[U, υ]. Since the variables U are algebraically independent modulo the ideal (q) ⊂ K[U, υ],
we have degυ qi > 0 for all integer i. For each factor qi let pi be the ideal [f1, . . . , ford[F ], qi] inK{U, υ}.
Proposition 10. The ideal [F ] is a radical quasi-regular differential ideal in K{U, υ} and its minimal
primes are p1, . . . , pr .
Proof. Let us define B(U) :=∏ bj(U). From the particular form of the polynomials F we observe that
the ringK{U, υ}/[F ] is isomorphic to a subring of the localization ofK[U, υ]/(q) at the polynomial Bq′.
Since q is assumed to be square-free, the ringK[U, υ]/(q) has no nonzero nilpotent elements and the
same property remains true for any localization of it. Therefore, the ideal [F ] is radical. Similarly, each
ringK{U, υ}/pi is isomorphic to a subring of the localization ofK[U, υ]/(qi) at Bq′, which is a domain
since q′i is irreducible in K[U, υ]; thus the ideals pi are prime.
From the previous argument, we observe that the canonical mapK[U] → K{U, υ}/[F ] is injective
and no polynomial in K[U] is a zero divisor of the ring K{U, υ}/[F ]. Since [F ] is a radical ideal, it has
only finitely many minimal (hence associated) prime ideals (see Ritt (1950, Chapter 1, Section 16))
and so, none of these minimal primes contains a nonzero polynomial in K[U].
Fix a minimal prime p of [F ]. Since q is an element of [F ] ⊆ p, there is an irreducible factor qi0
of q lying in the ideal p. Moreover, exactly one of these irreducible factors belongs to p since they are
pairwise coprime in K(U)[υ] (otherwise, Bézout’s Identity would imply the existence of a nonzero
polynomial in p ∩ K[U], leading to a contradiction). We will show now that pi0 is included in p.
Since the total successive derivatives of the polynomials f1, . . . , ford[F ] belong to p and [F ] is a subset
of p, it suffices to prove that, for all integer j, the total derivatives qi0
(j) belong to p (note that p is not a
priori necessarily a differential ideal). This can be done by recursion in j. For j = 0, there is nothing to
prove. Otherwise, for j ≥ 0, we have that q(j+1) =∑|h|=j+1 (j+1)!h1!...hr ! q1(h1) . . . qr (hr ) is in [F ] ⊆ p, which
implies by induction hypothesis that the expression qi0
(j+1)∏
i≠i0 qi is in p. Since
∏
i≠i0 qi is not in p,
we conclude that qi0
(j+1) is in p.
Again, from the special form of the polynomials F , it is easy to see that the system is quasi-regular
at each minimal prime differential ideal pi and then, [F ] is quasi-regular (see Definition 1). 
The previous proposition ensures that the hypotheses of D’Alfonso et al. (2009, Section 2) are fulfilled.
Hence, all the considerations concerning the differentiation index, the order and the Hilbert–Kolchin
regularity explained there can be applied to our new DAE system Σ . In particular, we can compute
the differentiation index ofΣ at each minimal prime p as in D’Alfonso et al. (2009, Section 3.1).
Proposition 11. Let p be a minimal prime differential ideal containing [F ]. Then the DAE systemΣ has p-
differentiation index 1.
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Proof. Following Proposition 10, let qi in K[U, υ] be an irreducible factor of q such that pi =
[f1, . . . , ford[F ], qi]. Then, the fraction field K(pi) of K{U, υ}/pi can be identified in a natural way with
the fraction field of the domainK[U, υ]/(qi); in particularK[U]may be regarded as a subring ofK(pi).
Let J1 be the square Jacobian matrix of the polynomials f1, . . . , ford[F ]+1 with respect to the
variables U˙ and υ˙ . Then J1 is the diagonal matrix:
J1 =
 Id · · · 0... C ...
0 · · · 0
 ,
where C is a diagonal matrix with the elements bj(U)q′ in the diagonal. Since bj(U)q′ is nonzero in the
domain K[U, υ]/(qi) for all index j, we deduce that J1 has rank ord[F ] over the field K(pi).
Consider now J2 the Jacobian matrix of the 2(ord[F ] + 1)many polynomials F , F˙ with respect to
the 2(ord[F ] + 1)many variables U˙, υ˙,U (2), υ(2). We have the following.
J2 =

J1 0
∗ · · · ∗
...
... J1
∗ · · · q′
 .
Therefore, the rank of J2 over K(pi) is equal to 2 ord[F ] + 1 (recall that the last row and column of J1
are both 0).
Then, the relation dimK(pi) ker
tJ1 = 1+ ord[F ] − rankK(pi)(J1) = 1 holds and thus, the
equality dimK(pi) ker
tJ2 = 2(1+ ord[F ])− rankK(pi)(J2) = 1 holds. Thus, fromD’Alfonso et al. (2009,
Definitions 5 & 9 and Theorem 8), we conclude that the pi-differentiation index of the system Σ
equals 1. 
3.5. Summary of the algorithm
Herewe summarize the algorithm described along the previous subsections which, taking as input
the systemΣ , produces the associated systemΣ .
Algorithm IndexReduction
Input: A straight-line program encoding the polynomials F definingΣ .
Output: A straight-line program encoding polynomials F definingΣ .
1. σ := DiffIndex(F) (see Section 3.3)
2. U,W := TranscendenceBasis(pr(σ+1)F) (see Proposition 9)
3. Choose a specialization pointW for the variablesW at random.
4. Compute a parametric geometric resolution of the variety V defined by pr(σ+1)F |W (see
Proposition 7).
5. Construct the equations inΣ following Definition 4.
3.6. About singularities
Our hypotheses imply that we will not encounter singularities such as in the well-known system
x˙2 − 4x = 0: the main component of the perfect differential ideal {x˙2 − 4x}, which is the prime
differential ideal [x˙2 − 4x, x(2) − 2], crosses the singular component defined by x = 0. It means that
we will get in trouble when x(t) = 0 and no linear change of variable can solve the problem. Only
an algebraic (or differential) change of variable such as taking y = x1/2 (or y = x˙) can reduce the
original system to two regular components y˙ = 2 (corresponding to the main component) and y = 0
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(corresponding to the singular component). Such things cannot happen if the system defines a single
prime component as we assume here.
However, once v has been chosen as a generic linear combination of the original variables and
their derivatives, the new system Σ may have singularities, that are the places where the separant
of its nonlinear equation vanishes. But, if such points are quasi-regular, we may find a new system
Σ corresponding to a different definition of v, for which possible singularities will occur at different
places. So, we can avoid singularities by using different local charts. We illustrate this situation using
again the pendulum example.
Example. In the pendulum example, we chose the linear form υ := y as a primitive element. The
minimal polynomial of this linear form is
q = υ2 + x2 − 1,
the separant of which vanishes for y = 0. Nowwe could also have chosen υ := x and get the minimal
polynomial
q = υ2 + y2 − 1,
the separant of which vanishes for x = 0. Obviously, the separants for these two systems cannot
vanish at the same time.
Of course, such changes of coordinates are not easy to handle inside a numerical integrator.
4. Recovering solutions ofΣ from solutions ofΣ
In this section, we will show that for almost all compatible initial condition, any solution of the
systemΣ introduced inDefinition 4 can be locally lifted to a solution of the input systemΣ . Moreover,
we will prove that almost any local solution of Σ may be recovered from a solution of Σ; more
precisely, our main result states that there is a dense Zariski open set O of the variety of initial
conditions such that for any point X in O there locally exists a unique solution of Σ with initial
conditionX that can be obtained by lifting a solution ofΣ .
We shall assume that the ground differential fieldK is a subfield of the field of complex numbersC
and the solutions of the involved systems are solutions in the classical sense. The arguments we will
use can be easily extended to any differential subfieldK of the field of rational complex functionsC(t)
by considering t as a new unknown variable and adding the equation t˙ = 1.
In order to lift solutions ϕ of Σ to solutions ϕ of Σ , we start by introducing a dense Zariski open
subset of the hypersurfaceH that defines suitable initial conditions determining those solutions ofΣ
that we will be able to lift.
Let xi(j), 0 ≤ j ≤ e− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be a variable that does not belong to the set U . Let
Ass (pr(σ+1)F |W ) be the set of the associated primes of the radical ideal pr(σ+1)F |W and let∩ p, where
p runs over Ass (pr(σ+1)F |W ), be the primary decomposition of pr(σ+1)F |W (see Proposition 4 and
Notation 5). Then, for each component p (which is a prime ideal with dim p = cardU) there exists an
irreducible polynomial pjip in K[U, xi(j)] that lies in p.
Let pji be the least common multiple of the polynomials (pjip)p∈Ass (pr(σ+1)F|W ). Note that pji is the
product of the polynomials pjip, without repeated factors:
pji =
∏
p∈A
pjip for some subset A of Ass (pr(σ+1)F |W ). (7)
Therefore, we have that pji is in pr(σ+1)F |W . Moreover, observe that no p in Ass (pr(σ+1)F |W ) contains
∂ pji
∂xi(j)
. In fact, the following relation holds:
∂ pji
∂xi(j)
=
−
p∈A
∂ pjip
∂xi(j)
∏
p′≠p, p′∈A
pjip′ .
Now, if p is in A then ∂ pjip
∂xi(j)
∏
p′≠p
pjip′ is not in p. Since all the remaining terms of the sum are multiples
of pjip they lie in p, and we conclude that
∂ pji
∂xi(j)
is not in p. The same argument runs identically if p is
not in A.
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Consider now the rational (not necessarily polynomial) map Φ : H → V associated to the
parametrization of V fromH . Observe that for any polynomial p inK[X [e+σ ] \W ] there exists a non-
negative integer h (depending on p) such that B(U)h ∂ q
∂υ
(U, υ)hp

Φ(U, υ)

is a polynomial inK[U, υ],
where B(U) is the polynomial introduced in the proof of Proposition 10.
Notation 12. Let h be a positive integer such that
p0(U, υ) := B(U)h ∂ q∂υ (U, υ)h
∏
xi(j) /∈U
∂ pji
∂xi(j)

Φ(U, υ)

is a polynomial inK[U, υ, xi(j)] divisible by B ∂ q∂υ . Note that, since ∂ pji∂xi(j)

U, xi(j)

is not in p for each primary
component p of pr(σ+1)F |W , the set
G0 := H ∩ {p0 ≠ 0}
is a Zariski open set which is dense in the hypersurface H . Observe that G0 is included in the definition
domain of the rational mapΦ .
Consider the projection π1 : A(1+σ)n+ord[F ] → A(1+e)n to the coordinates

x, x˙, . . . , x(e)

. Since the
relation [F ] ∩ R(e) = pr(σ+1)F |W ∩ R(e) holds (see Proposition 6), we conclude that π1(V) =
V
[F ] ∩ R(e). In the sequel, we denote by S = V [F ] ∩ R(e). In particular, if the point (U0, υ0) is
in G0, the point π1(Φ(U0, υ0)) is in S.
Nowwewill show that an analytic solution ϕ of the DAE systemΣ such that the point ϕ(0) is inG0
can be lifted to a solution ϕ of the DAE systemΣ:
Theorem 13. Suppose that ϕ : (−ε, ε)→ C1+ord[F ] is an analytic solution of the DAE system Σ such
that ϕ(t) is in G0 for all t and let
ϕ(t) = ϕ0(t), . . . , ϕe(t) := π1 ◦ Φ (ϕ(t))
where ϕj = (ϕj,1, . . . , ϕj,n) for j = 0, . . . , e. Then ϕ0 : (−ε, ε)→ Cn is a well-defined analytic function
that is a solution of the input DAE systemΣ .
Proof. Since ϕ(t) is in the subset G0 of Dom(Φ), the map ϕ0 is well defined and analytic.
In order to prove that ϕ0 is a solution ofΣ , first note that, since the image of π1 ◦ Φ ◦ ϕ is included
in the variety S, every polynomial in [F ] ∩ R(e) vanishes at (π1 ◦ Φ ◦ ϕ)(t) for all t . In particular, this
holds for each equations inΣ .
Then, it suffices to show that the coordinate functions of ϕ verify the following relations
d
dt
ϕj,i(t) = ϕj+1,i(t) (8)
for every integer 0 ≤ j ≤ e− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and for any t ∈ (−ε, ε). To do so, one can consider two
cases.
First suppose that i, j are such that the variable xi(j) is an element, say uh, of the transcendence
basisU of Frac(R(e−1)/[F ] ∩ R(e−1)) chosen in Section 3.1. Henceϕj,i(t) is equal toϕh(t) and relation (8)
agrees with the equation corresponding to uh inΣ after the specialization (U, υ) → ϕ(t). Therefore,
this relation is satisfied because ϕ is a solution ofΣ .
Suppose now that xi(j) is not an element of U and let pji be its associated minimal polynomial
in [F ] ∩ K[U, xi(j)] ⊂ [F ] ∩ R(e−1) as in (7). By taking the total derivative of pji, we obtain the following
relation:
d
dt
pji =
−
h
∂ pji
∂uh

U, xi(j)

u˙h + ∂ pji
∂xi(j)

U, xi(j)

xi(j+1) ∈ [F ] ∩ R(e).
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Therefore ddt pji(ϕ(t)) = 0 for any t ∈ (−ε, ε); more precisely, if ϕU , ϕU˙ stand for the coordinates
of ϕ(t) corresponding to U and U˙ respectively, we have p˙ji(ϕU , ϕU˙ , ϕj,i, ϕj+1,i) = 0. Since we have
already proved relation (8) for every uh, it follows that−
h
∂ pji
∂uh
(ϕU , ϕj,i)
d
dt
ϕuh(t)+
∂ pji
∂xi(j)
(ϕU , ϕj,i)ϕj+1,i(t) = 0. (9)
On the other hand, the polynomial pji is in [F ] ∩ R(e) and, therefore, pji(ϕ(t)) = 0. By differentiating
this identity with respect to t we obtain−
h
∂ pji
∂uh
(ϕU(t), ϕj,i(t))
d
dt
ϕuh(t)+
∂ pji
∂xi(j)
(ϕU(t), ϕj,i(t))
d
dt
ϕj,i(t) = 0. (10)
Since we assume that ϕ(t) is in G0, in particular we have
∂ pji
∂xi(j)
(ϕU(t), ϕj,i(t)) = ∂ pji
∂xi(j)
(Φ ◦ ϕ(t)) ≠ 0.
Now, relation (8) is an immediate consequence of identities (9) and (10). 
Wehave already shown above howwe can recover a solution of the original systemΣ from a solution
of the new system Σ . Now we will show that almost every solution of Σ can be recovered from
a solution of Σ . We will apply the results of uniqueness and existence of solutions contained in
Appendix B.
Recall that [F ] is the differential ideal ofK{U, υ}defined by the systemΣ (seeDefinition 4). LetS be
the variety V ([F ]∩K[U, υ, U˙, υ˙]) inA2ord[F ]+2 andπ : S→ H the projection (U, υ, U˙, υ˙) → (U, υ).
Theorem 14. There exist dense Zariski open sets O ⊂ S and O ⊂ S such that, for every point
(X0, . . . ,Xe) in O, there exist ϵ > 0, a point (U0, υ0, U˙0, υ˙0) in O and an analytic func-
tion ϕ : (−ϵ, ϵ)→ C1+ord[F ] that is a solution of the system Σ with initial conditions ϕ(0) = (U0, υ0)
satisfying:
• (ϕ, ϕ˙) : (−ϵ, ϵ)→ O,
• (π1 ◦ Φ)(ϕ(t)) =

ϕ(t), . . . , ϕ(e)(t)
 : (−ϵ, ϵ)→ O, where ϕ is the unique analytic solution of the
systemΣ with initial conditions

ϕ(0), . . . , ϕ(e−1)(0)
 = (X0, . . . ,Xe−1).
Proof. Let Q be the dense Zariski open set of regular points of S where the projection to
V
[F ] ∩ R(e−1) is unramified and Q0 be the dense Zariski open set of regular points of S where the
projectionπ is unramified.
Let us denote by O the dense Zariski open subset Q0 ∩ {p0 ≠ 0} of S, where p0 denotes the
polynomial in K[U, υ] introduced in Notation 12. Note that, since all the points in S satisfy
that B(U) ∂ q
∂υ
(U, υ) ≠ 0, themorphismΦ : H → S is an isomorphismbetween the setπ(O) (denoted
by Q1 in the sequel) and its image. Let us denote by O the set Q ∩ (π1 ◦ Φ)(Q1). We have then the
following situation:
V ⊃ Φ(Q1) Φ←−∼= Q1 ⊂ H
π1 ↓ ↑ π
S ⊃ O O ⊂ S
Let X be the point (X0, . . . ,Xe) in the set O ⊂ Q. By Theorem 20, there exist a real ε > 0,
an open neighborhood OX of X, OX ⊂ O ⊂ S, and a unique analytic solution ϕX : (−ε, ε)→ Cn
ofΣ such that the image

ϕX, . . . , ϕX
(e)

(−ε, ε) is inOX and the relation

ϕX(0), . . . , ϕX(e−1)(0)
 =
(X0, . . . ,Xe−1) holds.
Since the pointX is inπ1 ◦ Φ(Q1), there exists a point ξ inA(σ−e)n+ord[F ] such that (X0, . . . ,Xe, ξ)
is in Φ(Q1) ⊂ V . Then, there is a point (U0, υ0) in Q1 such that Φ(U0, υ0) = (X0, . . . ,Xe, ξ)
and, since Q1 = π(O), the relation (U0, υ0) = π(U0, υ0, U˙0, υ˙0) holds for some point P =
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(U0, υ0, U˙0, υ˙0) in O. Recalling that O is a subset of Q0, by Remark 4, there exist a real ε > 0, an
open neighborhoodQP ⊂ O ofP and an analytic solution ϕ : (−ε, ε)→ C1+ord[F ] of (Σ)with initial
conditions ϕ(0) = (U0, υ0) such that the image (ϕ, ϕ˙)(−ε, ε) is in QP . Then, for every t ∈ (−ε, ε),
the point ϕ(t) is in the subset π(O) of G0, where G0 is the dense Zariski open subset of H from
Notation 12.
Now, Theorem 13 implies that the relation π1 ◦ Φ(ϕ(t)) = (ϕ(t), . . . , ϕ(e)(t)) holds for t ∈
(−ε, ε), where ϕ : (−ε, ε)→ Cn is a solution of Σ . Since π1 ◦ Φ(ϕ(0)) = π1 ◦ Φ(U0, υ0) =
π1(X0, . . . ,Xe, ξ) = X, which lies in O, taking a smaller ε if necessary, we get that for
every t ∈ (−ε, ε) the point ϕ(t), . . . , ϕ(e)(t) is in π1 ◦ Φ(Q1) ∩Q = O. Moreover,
as (ϕ(0), . . . , ϕ(e−1)(0)) = (X0, . . . ,Xe−1), if we denote min{ε, ε} by ϵ, using the uniqueness
statement of Theorem 20, we conclude that ϕX(t) = ϕ(t) for every t ∈ (−ϵ, ϵ). 
5. Conclusion
In this paper,we presented a new index reductionmethod for a class of implicit DAE systemswhich
is based on a characterization of the differentiation index from an algebraic point of view. We proved
that any of these systems is generically equivalent to a first order differential Kronecker representation
with differentiation index 1 and we described a probabilistic algorithm to compute the index and the
new DAE system by using the Kronecker solver for polynomial equations.
Our results rely on some a priori hypotheses on the considered differential system, for example the
primality of the ideal [F ], which seems natural in practice, and the primality of the prolongation ideals,
which in general we are not able to test. Assuming an admissible initial condition for our system to
be known, polynomial time numerical methods of resolution, such as the one described in Corless
and Ilie (2008) or power series computations (Bostan et al., 2007), may be used in order to obtain a
solution. Since it is always possible to test, by simple substitution in the input equations, if a solution
of the new system is actually a solution of the original DAE, one can attempt to use our method even
if all our requirements on the considered system are not guaranteed.
A next step in a future work would be to generalize the method to positive differential dimension
and to regular components of systems, without any extra technical hypothesis.
Urbs Romæ non uno die condita fuit.
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Appendix A. On the specialization of free variables in a regular sequence
This appendix deals with Bertini-type results from Commutative Algebra that justify the random
evaluation of suitable free variables made in Proposition 4. We have decided to include them for the
sake of completeness and the lack of adequate references.
Throughout the appendix,K denotes a field of characteristic 0 andK[X] the ring of polynomials in
the variables X := {x1, . . . , xn}with coefficients in K.
We start recalling a well-known result concerning the behavior of radical ideals under field
extensions of K (see Matsumura (1970, Section 27,(27.2), Lemma 2) and Hodge and Pedoe (1994,
Volume 2, Chapter 10, Section 11)):
Theorem 15. Let K ⊆ K⋆ be a field extension and let I be a radical equidimensional ideal in K[X]. Then,
the subset I⋆ := I ⊗ K⋆ of K⋆[X] is also a radical equidimensional ideal. Furthermore, if I is a prime ideal
and Y is a subset of the variables X such that K[Y ] ↩→ K[X]/I , then K⋆[Y ] ↩→ K⋆[X]/p for any prime
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ideal p in Ass I⋆ (in other words, the transcendence of the variables modulo I is preserved modulo any
primary component of I⋆).
Notation 16. For an ideal I ⊂ K[X], a subset W ⊂ X of cardinality s and anyW ∈ Ks, we denote by I|W
the ideal of K[X \W ] obtained after the specialization W → W in the polynomials of I.
Lemma 2. Let I be a radical equidimensional ideal inK[X] of dimension s. Let W be a subset of s variables
in X such that the canonical morphism K[W ] → K[X]/I is injective. Then, there exists a nonempty K-
definable Zariski open set O in As such that I|W is a radical 0-dimensional ideal in K[X \ W ] for any
pointW in O ∩ Ks.
Proof. LetI denote the ideal I ⊗ K(W ) in K(W )[Y ] where Y stands for the set of variables X \W .
From the hypotheses and Theorem 15, this ideal is a radical 0-dimensional ideal in the polynomial
ring K(W )[Y ].
Then, the Shape Lemma implies that there exists a square-free polynomial q(W , υ) in K[W ][υ],
where υ is a new single indeterminate, polynomials py in K[W ][υ] for each variable y ∈ Y , and a K-
linear form ℓ in the variables Y such that the equality of ideals
I = q(W , ℓ),∂ q
∂υ
(W , ℓ)y− py(W , ℓ)

y∈Y

(11)
holds in K(W )[Y ]. Moreover, we may assume that the polynomials q, ∂ q
∂υ
y− py have trivial content
in K[W ]. From identity (11), it follows that there exists a nonzero denominator g in K[W ] such that
the relation I K[X]g =

q(W , ℓ), ( ∂ q
∂υ
(W , ℓ)y− py(W , ℓ))y∈Y

K[X]g holds.
Finally, let O be the Zariski open subset of As, where the product

g ∂ q
∂υ
discrυq

(W , ℓ) is nonzero.
Clearly, for any pointW in O, we have
I|W =

q(W, ℓ), ( ∂ q
∂υ
(W, ℓ)y− py(W, ℓ))y∈Y

,
that is a 0-dimensional radical ideal in K[Y ]. 
The previous lemma can be generalized as follows.
Lemma 3. Let I be a radical equidimensional ideal in K[X] and W be a subset of s variables in X such
that the natural morphismK[W ] → K[X]/I is injective (in particular, the relation s ≤ dim I holds). Then,
there exists a nonempty K-definable Zariski open set O in As such that, for any point W in O ∩ Ks, the
ideal I|W has dimension dim I − s and its primary components of maximal dimension are prime ideals.
Proof. Let us denote dim I by d. If d = s, the result follows from Lemma 2. Suppose now that s < d. Let
us denote by A the set of primary components p of I such that K[W ] → K[X]/p is a monomorphism.
Since the canonical map K[W ] → K[X]/I is assumed to be injective, the set A is a nonempty subset
in Ass I . If we consider the canonical projectionπ : An → As the prime ideals in A correspond exactly
with the components V (p) of V (I) such thatπ(V (p)) = As. Therefore, the setp/∈A π(V (p)) is a proper
closed subset of As; let O0 denote its complement in As (that is a nonempty Zariski open set).
Let U denote a set of d − s K-linear combinations of the variables X \W such that the natural
morphism K[U,W ] → K[X]/p is a monomorphism for all p in A. After a change of variables we may
suppose without loss of generality that U is a subset of X \W . Let Y be the set of the n− d many
remaining variables X \ {U,W }.
By Theorem 15, the ideal I := I ⊗ K(U) is a radical equidimensional ideal in K(U)[W , Y ].
Moreover, if p is in A, we have that p⊗ K(U) is a prime ideal of dimension d− cardU = s and so,I is
also s-dimensional. Therefore, the idealI ⊂ K(U)[W , Y ] and the variablesW meet the hypotheses of
Lemma 2 and then, there exists a Zariski nonempty open setG inAs
K(U)
, definable overK(U), such thatI|W is a radical 0-dimensional ideal inK(U)[Y ] for everyW inG ∩ K(U)s. LetO1 be a Zariski nonempty
open set in As definable over K such that O1 is a subset of G. Then, if W is a point in O1 ∩ Ks, the
primary components of I|W inK[U, Y ]with no nonzero polynomial pure in the variablesU are (d− s)-
dimensional prime ideals.
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On the other hand, since the projection π : An → As induces a dominant regular morphism of
varieties π : V (I)→ As, by the theorem on the dimension of the fibers (see, for instance Shafarevich
(1994, Chapter I, Section 6.3, Theorem 7), suitably adapted to the case of a ground field not necessarily
algebraically closed), there exists a K-definable Zariski nonempty open subset O2 of As such that for
every pointW inO2 the fiberπ−1(W) isK-definable and geometrically equidimensional of dimension
equal to dim V (I)− dimAs = d− s.
Summarizing, if the pointW is in O0 ∩ O1 ∩ O2 ∩ Ks, then the ideal I + (W −W) satisfies:
1. Any of its primary components of maximal dimension contains an isolated prime p in A (that is a
subset of Ass I) such thatK[U,W ] ↩→ K[X]/p (sinceW is inO0 ∩O2 and due to the choice of the
variables U).
2. Its primary components of maximal dimensionwhich contain no nonzero polynomials inK[U] are
prime (becauseW is in O1).
3. It is geometrically equidimensional of dimension d− s (sinceW is in O2).
From condition (2), the lemma will be proved if we are able to exhibit a K-definable Zariski nonempty
open set contained in O0 ∩ O1 ∩ O2 such that, for any point W lying in this open set, all the isolated
components of I + (W −W) contain no nonzero polynomials of K[U]. The remaining part of the proof
is devoted to showing this fact.
Let p be a prime ideal in A. We have the following injections K[W ] ↩→ K[U,W ] ↩→ K[X]/p, and
each variable yi in Y , with i = 1, . . . , n− d, verifies a polynomial equation pi(yi) = 0 modulo p,
where pi is a nonzero element in K[U,W ][T ] with degT pi > 0 (here T denotes a new variable). We
denote by lc(pi) the leading coefficient of pi in K[U,W ].
Claim. There exists a K-definable nonempty Zariski open subset Oi,p in O0 ∩ O1 ∩ O2 such that for
any point W in Oi,p ∩ Ks and for any irreducible component C of π−1(W) ∩ V (p) (necessarily of
dimension d− s), we have that lc(pi) does not vanish identically over C.
Let us prove this claim. To do so, consider the set V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi)) in An. If this set is empty there
is no component of π−1(W) ∩ V (p) contained in V (lc(pi)) and the claim follows. On the other hand,
if the set V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi)) is nonempty, since we have the injection K[U,W ] ↩→ K[X]/p, then lc(pi)
is not a zero divisor modulo p and so this algebraic set must be an equidimensional algebraic variety
of dimension dim V (p)− 1 = d− 1. We consider two cases:
• If the relation π(V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi))) = As holds: from the theorem on the dimension of fibers
applied to the restriction of the projection π to V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi)), there exists a K-definable
nonempty Zariski open Oi,p in As, that can be assumed contained in O0 ∩ O1 ∩ O2, such
that, for any point W in Oi,p ∩ Ks, any component of the fiber π−1(W) ∩ V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi)) has
dimension dim V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi))− s = d− 1− s.
Now, if C is an irreducible component of π−1(W) ∩ V (p), since W is in O2 the
relation dimC = d− s holds. If lc(pi) vanishes identically over C, then C is contained
in π−1(W) ∩ V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi)) that is a (d− 1− s)-dimensional variety. So C is not contained
in V (lc(pi)).
• If π(V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi))) is a proper subset of As: define the set Oi,p to be the open Zariski
setO0 ∩ O1 ∩ O2 ∩ π(V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi)))C. Clearly,π−1(W) ∩ V (p) ∩ V (lc(pi)) is empty and soOi,p
works.
Hence, our claim is proved. In order to finish the proof of the lemma, consider the nonempty
Zariski open set O :=i,p∈A Oi,p. It suffices to prove that for any W in O and any isolated primary
component q of I + (W −W) ⊂ K[X], the relationK[U] ∩ q = {0} holds. The primary ideal q defines
an irreducible component C of the fiber π−1(W) ∩ V (I); therefore, C is a subset of V (p) for some p
in A (sinceW is in O0) and the relation dim q = d− s holds becauseW is in O2. Hence we have the
sequence of natural morphisms
K[U,W ] ↩→ K[X]/p→ K[X]/√q = K[C],
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where the last morphism is the projection to the quotient; in particular, if we call φ the composition
of the morphisms we have φ(W ) = W and the coordinate ring K[C] is generated as a K-algebra
by φ(U) and the class of the variables Y . From the definition of O and the previous claim,
it follows that the class of each yi is algebraic over the subring K[φ(U)] of K[C] and so, the
relation d− s = dimC ≤ cardU = d− s holds. Henceφ is amonomorphism, and in particular q does
not contain polynomials in K[U] \ {0}. 
Corollary 17. Let I be a radical equidimensional ideal in K[X], and let U and W be two disjoint
subsets of variables such that the natural morphism K[U,W ] → K[X]/I is injective. Then, there exists
a nonempty K-definable Zariski open set O in As, where s is the cardinality of W, verifying the previous
lemma and such that, for every point W in O ∩ Ks, the morphism K[U] → K[X]/(I + (W −W)) is
injective.
Proof. From Theorem 15 we are able to apply Lemma 3 to the field K := K(U) and the idealI :=
I ⊗K ⊂ K[X \ U]. Therefore, we obtain a nonempty Zariski open subset O of AsK. On the other hand,
we may also apply Lemma 3 to the ideal I and the variablesW over the ground field K, obtaining an
open set O0.
Now takeO an arbitraryK-definable nonempty Zariski open set contained in O ∩ O0. It suffices to
see that K[U] is included in the ring K[X]/(I + (W −W)) forW in O, which is immediate from the
fact thatW is in O and, in particular, there exists a component of maximal dimension of I + (W −W)
which contains no nonzero polynomial pure in the variables U . 
If the ideal I is prime, the proof of Lemma 3 allows us to show a more precise version of the previous
corollary.
Corollary 18. Let I be a prime ideal inK[X], and let U andW be two disjoint subsets of variables such that
{U,W } is a transcendence basis of the fraction field of K[X]/I . Then, there exists a nonempty K-definable
Zariski open setO ⊂ As such that, for every pointW inO ∩ Ks, the ideal I|W has dimension dim I − s and
its primary components of maximal dimension are prime ideals containing no nonzero polynomial pure in
the variables U.
Proof. Simply observe that in the proof of Lemma 3 the subset of associated primes A is the unitary
set {I} if I is assumed to be a prime ideal. Therefore, the claim and the remaining part of the proof run
mutatis mutandis. 
Now, we can prove the main result of this appendix.
Theorem 19. Let n ≥ 2 and X a set of n indeterminates over a field K of characteristic 0. Let {f1, . . . , fr}
be a reduced regular sequence inK[X] (that is, a regular sequence such that the ideals (f1, . . . , fi) inK[X]
are radical for i = 1, . . . , r). LetW be a subset of s many variables in X, with s < n, such that the canonical
map K[W ] → K[X]/(f1, . . . , fr) is injective. Let us denote by Y the set of remaining variables X \W.
Then, there exists a nonempty K-definable Zariski open set O ⊂ As such that, for every point W
in O ∩ Ks and all i = 1, . . . , r, the polynomials f1(W, Y ), . . . , fi(W, Y ) form a reduced regular sequence
in the polynomial ring K[Y ].
Proof. We prove this theorem by recurrence in r .
If r = 1, since the polynomial f1 is assumed to be square-free, we take O as the projection
of {discry(f1) ≠ 0} to As, where y is any variable in Y which appears in f1.
Assume that the result holds for an integer r ≥ 1. Let f1, . . . , fr+1 be a regular sequence
in K[X] such that the ideals (f1, . . . , fi) are radical for i = 1, . . . , r + 1 and let W be a subset
of X such that the canonical morphism K[W ] ↩→ K[X]/(f1, . . . , fr+1) is injective. In particular,
K[W ] ↩→ K[X]/(f1, . . . , fr) is injective too. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exists a
nonempty K-definable Zariski open subset O1 of As such that, for any point P1 in O1 and for
any i = 1, . . . , r , the polynomials f1(P1, Y ), . . . , fi(P1, Y ) form a regular sequence which generates a
radical ideal in K[Y ].
From Macaulay’s unmixedness theorem (see, for instance Kunz (1985, Chapter VI, Section 3,
Theorem 3.14)), the ideal I := (f1, . . . , fr+1) is equidimensional of dimension n− (r + 1) and so,
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the hypotheses of Lemma 3 are met for the ideal I and the variables W . Then, there exists a K-
definable nonempty Zariski open subset O2 of As, such that for any point P2 in O2 ∩ Ks, the primary
components of maximal dimension of (f1(P2, Y ), . . . , fr+1(P2, Y )) ⊂ K[Y ] are prime ideals of
dimension dim I − s = n− (r + 1)− s.
Take O := O1 ∩ O2. We will show that this open set verifies the statement of the theorem
for r + 1. Let W be a point in O ∩ Ks. Since f1(W, Y ), . . . , fr(W, Y ) is a regular sequence that
generates an equidimensional radical ideal (because W is in O1), in order to prove that fr+1(W, Y )
is not a zero divisor modulo (f1(W, Y ), . . . , fr(W, Y )), it suffices to show that the dimension drops
by 1 when this polynomial is added. This follows directly from the fact that W also belongs to O2.
Therefore f1(W, Y ), . . . , fr+1(W, Y ) is a regular sequence inK[Y ]. In particular, the generated ideal is
unmixed by Macaulay’s theorem, and then it is radical sinceW ∈ O2. 
Appendix B. Existence and uniqueness of solutions
Several previous articles consider the problem of the existence and uniqueness of solutions for first
order implicit DAE systems (see, for instance Rabier and Rheinboldt, 1994; Pritchard, 2003; Pritchard
and Sit, 2007; D’Alfonso et al., 2009). By adding new variables for the higher order derivatives in the
usual way, these results can be extended to DAE systems of arbitrary order. For instance, let Σ be
the DAE system introduced in Section 2.2 assuming that the hypotheses of Sections 2.1 and 2.4 are
fulfilled and that K is a subfield of C. Then we have the following generalization of D’Alfonso et al.
(2009, Theorem 24):
Theorem 20. LetV0 ⊂ Ane andV1 ⊂ An(e+1) be the algebraic varieties defined by the ideals [F ] ∩ R(e−1)
and [F ] ∩ R(e) respectively, and let π : V1 → V0 be the projection to the first ne coordinates.
Then, for every regular pointX := (X0, . . . ,Xe−1,Xe) in V1 where the projection π is unramified,
there exist ε > 0, a relative open neighborhood O ⊂ V1 of X and a unique analytic function
ϕ : (−ε, ε)→ Cn which is a solution ofΣ with initial condition
ϕ(0), . . . , ϕ(e−1)(0)
 = (X0, . . . ,Xe−1)
such that

ϕ(t), . . . , ϕ(e−1)(t), ϕ(e)(t)

is in O for all t .
Proof. We make a straightforward change of variables in order to obtain an equivalent first order
system: for each i ∈ {0, . . . , e− 1}, consider a new set Zi of variables (zi,1, . . . , zi,n) representing the
derivatives X (i), and let Γ be the first order DAE system
Γ :=

zi,j − ˙zi−1,j = 0, i = 1, . . . , e− 1, j = 1, . . . , n,
f1(Z, Z˙) = 0,
...
fn(Z, Z˙) = 0,
(12)
where Z denotes Z0, . . . , Ze−1. We apply now to this system the existence and uniqueness result
in D’Alfonso et al. (2009, Theorem 24), which holds in the case e = 1. In order to do so, let us verify
that the required assumptions hold.
Denote byA the differential ideal associatedwith the systemΓ and consider themapΥ : K{X} →
K{Z} defined by
Υ (xi(j)) =

zi,j if i < e,
ze−1,j(i−e+1) if i ≥ e.
Note thatΥ is an injection thatmaps [F ] = [f1, . . . , fn] toA. For each differential polynomial f inK{X},
the expressionΥ (f˙)−(Υ (f))′ belongs to thedifferential ideal [zi,j − ˙zi−1,j ; 1 ≤ i ≤ e− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n].
This implies that the relation A = Υ ([F ])+ [zi,j − ˙zi−1,j ; 1 ≤ i ≤ e− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n] holds. In
particular, we have the isomorphism K{X}/[F ] ≃ K{Z}/A and then, if [F ] is a prime ideal, then so
is A.
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Moreover, we have the identities:
A ∩ K[Z] = Υ [F ] ∩ R(e−1) ,
A ∩ K[Z, Z˙] = (zi,j − ˙zi−1,j ; 1 ≤ i ≤ e− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n)+ Υ
[F ] ∩ R(e) .
Therefore, if the polynomials Fe−1 in R(e−1) and Fe in R(e) are generators of [F ] ∩ R(e−1) and [F ] ∩ R(e)
respectively, then Υ (Fe−1) and
G := {z1,1 − ˙z0,1, . . . , z1,n − ˙z0,n, . . . , ˙ze−2,1 − ze−1,1, . . . , ˙ze−2,n − ze−1,n} ∪ Υ (Fe)
are generators of A ∩ K[Z] and A ∩ K[Z, Z˙], respectively.
In particular, the Jacobian submatrix ∂ G
∂ Z˙
has the block form−Id(e−1)n 0
0 Υ

DX(e)Fe
 .
Thus, if V (A ∩ K[Z, Z˙]) in A2ne and V (A ∩ K[Z]) in Ane are the varieties defined by the
specified ideals, and X is the point in V (A ∩ K[Z, Z˙]) corresponding to X ∈ V1, the
unramifiedness of the projection π : V1 → V0 at X is equivalent to the unramifiedness of the
projectionπ : V (A ∩ K[Z, Z˙])→ V (A ∩ K[Z]) at X. Similarly, the fact thatX is a regular point ofV1
implies that X is a regular point of V (A ∩ K[Z, Z˙]). 
Remark 4. In the case of first order DAE systems, the existence and uniqueness of solutions as stated
in D’Alfonso et al. (2009, Theorem 24) can also be extended to the case when the ideal [F ] is not
prime, but the system Σ is quasi-regular. The result follows as in the proof of D’Alfonso et al. (2009,
Theorem 24): if p denotes a minimal prime differential ideal of [F ], then p plays the same role as the
idealQ in that proof and we can take d = ord(p).
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